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■ Handouts, notes templates, links:      
theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes

■ Information given is a general 
overview.  Laws, regulations, and 
requirements regarding 
documentation vary by state, 
practice setting, and health plan

■ No information presented should 
be seen as legal advice

First, a few 
housekeeping notes….

theInsuranceMaze.com

What We’re Going to Cover
● Why Don’t We Keep Better Notes – And Why They’re Essential
● HIPAA: Progress vs. Psychotherapy notes
● What Should be in Your Intake Notes
● What Should be in Your Progress Notes 
● Telehealth Documentation
● Documenting Need for Treatment – And Why You Must
● Examples of 1 Rotten Note and 8 Good Notes
● 3 Note Templates: GRISWOLD, SOAP, & DAP
● Fraud, Altering Notes and Falling Behind in Your Notes 
● Why Insurance Plans Might Request Notes -- And What to Do
● If Time: 

○ Tips to Keep Up / Catch Up with Notes
○ Are You Using CPT Codes Correctly?  
○ New in 2022: New Telehealth Codes and the No Surprises Act
○ 10 Situations Where You Should Take More Detailed Notes
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Why Are We Here?
▪ Most of us never got training in notes
▪ You’re not proud of your notes (if so,                                 

you’re in good company: 70% of therapists                                      
in my survey of 500 therapists said they                              
didn’t feel confident about notes)

▪ Maybe you’ve heard insurance plans are                         
more often reviewing treatment and asking                        
for charts, even out-of-network therapists

▪ Goals: Help you 
○ truly understand the importance of your notes
○ write notes that are more helpful
○ feel more confident if reviewed or notes requested

5theInsuranceMaze.com

When you 
think of a 

licensing board 
or health plan 

reading 
your notes,  

how do 
you feel? 

6theInsuranceMaze.com
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So, Why Don’t We Keep Better Notes?
My Survey of 500 therapists

▪ “It’s hard to sum up a session in a few sentences”(42%)
▪ “I don’t have time to take good notes” (31%)
▪ “I write less to protect client confidentiality” (34%)
▪ “It’s hard coming up with new things to say” (30%)
▪  “I don’t know what I’m supposed to include” (28%)
▪ “By the time I do notes, I don’t recall details” (15%)

○ 25% said wrote notes more than 24 hrs. afterwards
▪ “I don’t worry, my notes have never been requested”
▪ “I write notes for me. I’m the only one reading them”
▪ “My memory is great, so I don’t need good notes”
▪ “I don’t need to worry, I don’t take insurance”

theInsuranceMaze.com

Why Are Good Notes Essential?
▪ NOT JUST FOR INSURANCE

▪ To Protect You
▪  Required by 

▪ law (may be “unprofessional                                            
conduct” not to keep good notes)

▪ ethics codes 
▪ licensing boards can also cite you

▪ In complaint, notes may be only                                                      
defense -- must justify facts, your thinking, actions 

▪ “If you didn’t document it, it didn’t happen”
▪ Can prevent lawsuits: Client’s lawyer may encourage client not to 

file if your notes show proper care
▪ Health plans can ask for money back (or not reimburse clients) if 

your documentation does not meet standards!!!

8theInsuranceMaze.com



Why Are Good Notes Essential?(cont.)
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To provide better care

▪ Provide history for treatment (or after client return)
▪ Coordination of care / continuity of care

And even if you have a great memory, remember: It’s not 
YOUR chart -- you are custodian of a client’s medical record 

▪ Documenting symptoms and impairment for disability, 
legal, and worker’s compensation cases

▪ Documenting “medical necessity” for treatment for 
insurance --  even for out-of-network therapists

▪ Plus, a client can ask for their chart at any time 

theinsurancemaze.com
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5.3 MFTs “create and maintain client/patient records consistent 
with sound clinical judgment, standards of the profession, and the 
nature of the services being rendered.”
3.12 MFTs “document treatment in their client/patient records, 
such as major changes to a treatment plan, changes in the unit 
being treated and/or other significant decisions affecting 
treatment.”
2.2 “...[Each] member of the unit receiving … therapeutic 
treatment must sign an authorization before a [MFT] will disclose 
information received from any member of the treatment unit.”
2.7 MFTs “advise clients/patients of the information that will likely 
be disclosed (such as dates of treatment, diagnosis, prognosis, 
progress, and treatment plans) when submitting claims to 
managed care companies, insurers, or other third-party payers.”

What Do CAMFT Ethics Codes Say? 

theInsuranceMaze.com

What Clinical 
Documentation Should 

Be in Your Chart?
 
➢ Initial Intake (can be narrative)
➢ Ongoing Progress Notes 

(emphasis here)
➢ Treatment Plan (doing course 

tomorrow!)
➢ Consultation notes?
➢ What about emails and texts?

11theInsuranceMaze.com

HIPAA: Two Types of Notes?
● Progress Notes: includes session start/stop times, 

modalities/ frequencies of treatment, diagnosis, functional 
status, treatment plan, symptoms, prognosis, and progress

● Psychotherapy notes: (aka “process notes”) are notes 
“…documenting or analyzing the contents of conversation 
during a private counseling session … that are separated 
from the rest of the individual’s medical record”1

○ LIke your thoughts about treatment
○ Can’t hide info here

▪ Which are required?  Are they both confidential?
▪ What does “separated from the record” mean?
▪ Why some lawyers don’t recommend psychotherapy notes

                                                                                 12 1 – HIPAA Privacy Rule 45 CFR 164.501 



▪ What I learned after 
comparing 8 major health 
plans’ documentation 
requirements 
▪ Today’s outline also applies 

to out-of-network therapists
○ When any client turns in 

an invoice/superbill, your 
charts and treatment can 
be reviewed 

▪ So what follows is a 
checklist for an ideal clinical 
record for all 

So, What Should Be In Progress Notes?

13theInsuranceMaze.com

INTAKE: Common Plan Requirements
(all of this is in slide handout)

▪ Symptoms, problem and problem history
▪ Psychiatric history, including hospitalizations
▪ Current medications, including over-the-counter meds, 

prescribing doc, contact info
▪ Psychosocial information
▪ Medical issues / relevant history, allergies 
▪ Mental status exam
▪ Document risk and how assessed; Danger to self/others
▪ Substance use assessment: alcohol/drug/cigarette
▪ Diagnosis and support for it
▪ Support system / emergency contact info
▪ Medical necessity / impairment

14theInsuranceMaze.com

INTAKES (continued)
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Other helpful stuff in intake note:
▪ Motivation for therapy, precipitating events
▪ Religious affiliation / spiritual values
▪ Diversity issues: Cultural / racial / gender identification / 

sexual orientation / socioeconomic factors
▪ Couples/Families: How Identified Patient (IP) chosen, and 

discussions with couple about secrets policies
○ See my “Couples Therapy: Billing & Ethical Dilemmas” 

webinar available at theinsurancemaze.com/store
▪ Significant administrative discussions

Ex. “Client had confidentiality concerns; explained that no 
information would be shared with employer”
Ex. “Ct. lost job and insurance.  We agreed on fee of $60; 
need for reduced fee to be evaluated monthly”

PROGRESS NOTES: Common Plan Requirements
1. Actual session start and end times, ex. “1:05-1:55 pm:” 

does not include time spent waiting, scheduling, notes
2.  Date and client’s name on each page
3.  Service type, ex. individual, couples, group
4.  Problem statement, client description / quotes
5.  Interventions/homework -- Very important (why?)          

Sample Interventions List: theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes
6.  Client strengths/limitations in achieving treatment plan goals
7.  Functional impairments (see my article: Link is at                        

theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes)
8.  Client in-session behavior/mood
9.  Progress/lack toward treatment plan (use of tests helpful) 
10. Support for diagnosis/medical necessity
11.  Date of next appointment
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Telehealth 
Documentation

▪ State if video / phone
▪ “Client at home” or document client’s                                         

ADDRESS if not at home
▪ Documenting telehealth consent in each                                 

progress note required by many state laws (including CA!)
▪ I recommend Telehealth Consent and Credit card authorization 

-- see my Practice Forms Packet: theinsurancemaze.com/store
▪ If practicing across state lines, document legality of sessions: 
➢ In general, can only see clients if licensed (or permitted) to 

practice in the state where client’s feet are at time of session 
➢ Even if interstate practice is legal, insurance may not cover!  
➢ See my “Telehealth Billing: 2022 Update” webinar at 

theinsurancemaze.com/store
17theInsuranceMaze.com

An Increase in 
Chart Reviews?

Due to Federal Parity Act                                              
and Affordable Care Act

▪ Most clients now have unlimited sessions regardless of 
diagnosis (some exceptions)
▪ BUT: Plans can still refuse to cover visits they feel are 
not “medically necessary” 

▪ Medical necessity reviews used to limit sessions, even 
for out-of-network, and audits used to refuse payment

▪ Notes need to defend diagnosis and medical necessity
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What Do Plans Look For?
Medical Necessity Criteria                

✓ DSM diagnosis; Z-code usually can’t be sole                                                 
or primary (Adjustment Disorder usually OK)

✓ Treatment is necessary, not just desired 
✓ Goals can’t be just personal growth, self-esteem,                                          

self-confidence, feeling awareness, career issues,                           
improved sex / relationships / communication, or                                  
improved life satisfaction / meaning

✓ Symptoms impairing client -- ex. work, school,                            
relationships, health/sleep, $$ --  so say how

✓ Goals: Improve functioning / symptom reduction 
✓ Appropriate frequency 
✓ Client is improving (so document progress)
✓ Tip: May want to add: “60 min. session medically necessary due to…” 

(OPTUM/UHC/UBH & Medicare especially)

19TheInsuranceMaze.com

Barb’s Recipe for a
Great Progress Note
✔Generous helping of 

specific DETAILS 

✔  Measure and quantify the 
ingredients, when possible 
to capture severity and 
frequency of symptoms
 

✔ 1-2 servings of YOU!   

    
20TheInsuranceMaze.com



Let’s Play, “What’s Wrong with This Note?”
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X

X

X

Interventions:

Sleep disturbance
X

X

Client symptoms:
Depression

Explored client thoughts/feelings
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
Support/validation
                         TheInsuranceMaze.com

X

Topics Discussed:
Relationship difficulties

▪ SOAP/DAP/GIRP/BIRP                           
usually not required

▪ Why I don’t generally                                    
like them

▪ What really matters
▪ I’ll show you mine, SOAP, and DAP

22

Notes 
Templates

TheInsuranceMaze.com

Griswold Note Template

Topic
Symptoms and
    Impairment
Interventions
Progress/Plan

23TheInsuranceMaze.com

2:07-2:54pm: Video, ct at home. Telehealth consent obtained.
Topics/Symptoms: Ct. reports moderate depression since 
divorce finalized last week, daily lack of motivation and loss of 
pleasure, sleep av. 6 hrs night.  “When I got legal papers the 
sadness really hit me.” Denies suicidal thoughts, “I would not do 
that to my kids; I know it will pass.”  
Interventions: Educated client on normal stages of grief, 
helped identify and challenged negative self-talk fueling 
depression (“since marriage failed, I am unlovable”).  Helped 
client write Depression Self-Care Plan including journaling and 
daily exercise.  
Progress/Plan: Ct reports less obsessing about ex-wife and 
breakup; this impairs sleep twice weekly instead of daily.  Next 
appt. (date), (your name)  

Better Note w/Griswold Template (just 6 Sentences!)

24



Another Good Note (Griswold Template) 
3:04-3:56 pm: Phone, ct at home, telehealth consent obtained.
Topic/Symptoms: Ct. discussed anxiety related to high-stress job 
and 12+ hr workdays. Says “I work 6 days a week, and can’t keep 
up. There aren’t enough hours in a day to do all I need to.” States 
gets only 5 hrs. of sleep and wakes at night, worrying about job. 
 

Interventions: Educated ct. about how lack of boundaries can 
lead to increased anxiety. Helped ct. identify boundaries she 
could set at work, ex. leaving desk for breaks/lunch, and asking 
boss to prioritize tasks. Discussed effects of sleep deprivation.  
Progress/Plan:  Ct. states she finds therapy helpful to problem- 
solve issues, to step back and see solutions. To combat insomnia, 
Ct. will listen to Calm.com sleep stories nightly. Next time: Explore 
history of ct. difficulty setting boundaries/codependency. Next 
appt (date) (your name)

25

A Couples Note (Griswold Template)
3:05 – 3:52 pm: Video couples session with ct. Beth and girlfriend 
Julie at their home. Telehealth consent obtained from both.
Topic/Symptoms: Ct. reports increased arguments -- 3 this week -- 
as holiday nears. Both shout, but deny violence. Ct. says “J. is 
pressing me to come out to Dad, but I can’t risk he’ll cut me off 
financially.” Due to conflict, ct. reports anxiety, stomach distress, 
decrease in concentration and productivity at work..  J. states 
“after 3 years together, I’m tired of being introduced as a friend.” 
Interventions: Taught active listening, utilized in session to calmly 
discuss holidays. Taught progressive relaxation techniques to 
self-soothe, de-escalate conflict, and decrease anxiety of both.
Progress/Plan: Ct reported active listening helps her to hear J’s 
anger without shutting down (improved distress tolerance).  
Homework: Clients will practice active listening and relaxation 
techniques.  Next appt. (date) (your name)

26

Griswold Note Template (continued)

Your new 
client, 

Wendy D.

27TheInsuranceMaze.com

1:02 – 1:57pm at office. Telehealth consent obtained.
Topics: Explored codependency and how it relates to anxiety. Ct: 
"why do I get involved with immature men and try to fix them? It 
leads to constant chaos in my life” and “when boyfriend P. is 
around, I can’t say no.”  States is resentful when she agrees to see 
him when she needs to do other things.  
Symptoms/Impairment: Reports moderate anxiety.  Boyfriend’s 
weekly visits at night disrupt her sleep, leads to daily fatigue, 
affecting concentration at school. Reports guilt about lying to 
parents when sneaks out.
Interventions: Helped ct. identify how caretaking has been 
rewarded in past relationships, including growing up with alcoholic 
father. Explained how childhood role as the overfunctioner may 
have caused her to choose underfunctioning partners.  
Progress/Plan: Ct. reports therapy is helping her see how often 
she takes care of others at the expense of her own mental health. 
Homework: Assigned ct. to start reading Codependent No More. 
Next appt (date) (your name)

28
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How About a 
Couples Note 
for Wendy in 
GRISWOLD 

format?

TheInsuranceMaze.com 30

4:01-4:54pm, Video couples session, ct. with boyfriend Peter at his 
treehouse, 5 Pirate Ln, Neverland MA. Telehealth consent obtained.
Topics: Ct: “P. won’t commit to marriage; we fight daily about this.  Am 
I wasting my time with him?” P. gave no eye contact in session to ct, 
said “I told her when we met I don’t want to grow up.”
Symptoms/Impairment: Ct reports tense arguments about marriage 
daily, both raise voices, shout, but deny violence. “P. flies away, 
avoids conflict, which makes me angrier.” Ct. admits has begun 
drinking alone after fights, and taking meds for high blood pressure.
Interventions:  To disrupt escalation, reviewed and had them sign 
Time Out Agreement.  Facilitated conversation about their views of 
marriage and expectations.. Taught breathing exercises to 
self-regulate anger.
Progress/Plan: Ct. broke down in tears but seemed to finally accept it 
when P. stated “I have no intention of EVER getting married.” Will 
need support dealing with grief and anger, and need help to decide 
whether to stay in relationship.  Next appt: Indiv. session on (date), 
will at that time further assess ct. alcohol use. (your name)

Griswold 
Note Template

Example
For Child

Your client,
Pinocchio
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3– 3:55 pm: video, ct. at home. Telehealth consent obtained.
Topics:  While playing in sand tray, ct had plastic figure say “I want to 
be a real boy! I hate my wooden body!” When questioned, admitted he 
wishes he could spend time with real boys and make friends.
Symptoms/Impairment:  Admits he lies daily, leading to nose growth.  
Feels he can’t control lying. This leads his father Geppetto to get 
angry.  Said ran away from home last week to be with other kids; came 
back that night. Feels isolated, lonely.  “No one is like me.”
Interventions:  Helped ct. identify 3 things he could do to self-soothe 
when G. is angry. Encouraged drawing/games to deal with loneliness.  I 
asked to bring G. for family session to help ct. communicate feelings 
without lying; ct. was reluctant but agreed after told him I would not 
share with G. info from ind. sessions unless I felt it was a safety issue. 
Progress/Plan:  Ct appears to have built trust in me, leading him to 
disclose more high-risk behavior. Will contact G. to schedule family 
session to address ct runaway risk, and help G. more effectively 
respond to client emotions.  Future session: Assess risk of self-harm 
due to poor body image/isolation.  Next appt (date) (your name)

32



SOAP Notes
Subjective: What client says

Objective:  Your observations 
of client in session (sometimes 
also test results)

Assessment: Your assessment 
of the diagnosis, medical 
necessity for therapy, and 
progress (or lack of)

Plan: Referrals, in-session 
interventions, homework, 
changes to treatment plan

33TheInsuranceMaze.com

SOAP Note: 
Case Example

Your Client, 
Belle

34TheInsuranceMaze.com

2:05 -2:55 pm, video. Telehealth consent obtained.
Subjective: Ct stated, “I always dreamed of leaving my village.  
Now I’ve been gone 4 weeks, I miss my friends and father.” 
Reports the Beast plays many hours of video games daily, she 
is alone in castle with no one to talk to. Reports weight gain of 
10 lbs this month; “I feel fat and ugly.”
Objective:  Wore same yellow ballgown as first 3 sessions.  
Cried quietly as spoke, looked sad, picked nervously at dress.
Assessment: Ct. is having trouble adjusting to move, new life 
in castle, loss of support system. While ct reports therapy is 
helpful in combating loneliness, needs help to build support 
system and address compulsive overeating.
Plan/Interventions:  Helped ct. identify trigger for overeating 
(boredom).  Together created written list of ways to deal with 
loneliness without eating.  Referred to Disney Princess online 
support group. Added treatment plan goal: Reduce emotional 
overeating.  Next appt. (date), (your name)
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DAP Template
▪ Data:  Everything that 
occurred in session – what 
client said, what you observe, 
both content and process
▪ Assessment:  Your analysis 
and understanding of problem, 
need for treatment, and client’s 
response to treatment
▪ Plan:  Interventions, 
homework,  revisions to 
treatment plan

36TheInsuranceMaze.com



DAP Case 
Example

Your Client, 
The Beast

37TheInsuranceMaze.com

Sample DAP Note for Beast
(date) 11:00-11:50 am, in office
Data:  Reviewed anger journal with ct., helped identify main 
trigger: when feels criticized. “I hate when Belle corrects my table 
manners or she tells me not to put my feet on the table.” 
Therapist made interpretation that client’s strong reaction to 
perceived criticism is likely connected to growing up with critical 
parents, and discussed ways he felt shamed by them. Ct said this 
insight to his anger was helpful – he could now see that he is 
overreacting to Belle’s criticisms, and it now made sense why.
Assessment/Progress:  Ct. is progressing, has more insight 
about anger triggers.  Is having trouble adjusting to living with 
someone after living alone so long.  Needs help to evaluate 
perceived criticism and respond without rage and defensiveness.
Plan/Interventions:  To increase insight, ct. will continue to 
record anger episodes in journal.  Next appt. (date) (your name)
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➢  SOAP, DAP, GRISWOLD Templates  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  Extended session billing
○  No Surprises Act
○  New 2022 telehealth POS codes

➢  Slide handouts
➢ Links to recorded webinars and other resources

Get Your Templates 
and Other Free Stuff at

theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes
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➢ Must be readable by others
➢ Avoid abbreviations
➢ Write as if reviewer will read
➢ Write as if client will read 
➢ Write like a journalist
➢ Avoid cloning, cutting and 

pasting

Remember….

40TheInsuranceMaze.com



➢ In general, you can’t “clean up” your notes after the fact
➢ It is generally fraud to go back and edit a note or make it appear that 

you wrote some part of a note (or the whole note) at the time of a 
session when you didn’t 

➢ If you add something to charts, you need to make it clear the  
information was added, and the date it was added

➢ Some plans have rules: 
○ Ex: OPTUM: “if an entry is made more than 24 hours after the 

service was rendered, entry should include date of service, date of 
the entry, and notation that this is a late entry”*

➢ If you fall behind, don’t get avoidant. Contact me for a consultation, 
we can make an action plan

1 From Optum/UBH Provider Guidelines 41theInsuranceMaze.com

Altering / Changing Records It’s Easy to Fall Behind 
▪ Some plans have rules: 

➢ Ex: OPTUM/UHC/UBH says “records 
should be dated within a few days 
after the visit”

▪  In court, lawyer may ask when you wrote 
note;  If wrote it long after session, could 
challenge memory

▪  Many health plans doing audits, 
requesting notes before – or even after— 
paying claims.  

▪  Poor or missing notes = loss of income

42

    1-- Optum Documentation Guidelines, provider email
TheInsuranceMaze.com

Why Plans May Come Knocking
In my 11/21 survey of 900 therapists, 79% had received records 
request or treatment  review 
Administrative Requests                       

■ Treatment Records review 
■ Risk Adjustment (ex. CIOX, Inovalon,                            

Episource, Coativi, Datified)
Claims-Related                

■ Pre-Payment or Post-Payment Audit
 

Treatment Reviews
■ Medical Necessity; usually by phone,                                    

usually do NOT ask for notes   
  

See webinar “Audits and Records Requests: What EVERY 
Therapist Should Know” Link: theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes
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If Plan Asks for CHART: 5 Tips
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1. Don’t panic! 
2. Contact me or your professional association to help 

you understand what’s being asked for and your 
response choices

3. Don’t rewrite records -- that could be fraud
4. Ask requesting agency: What is minimum they will 

accept (brief treatment summary?  I have sample…)
5. Don’t release HIPAA                                 

psychotherapy notes
    

TheInsuranceMaze.com



It’s not too late… 
to sign up for tomorrow’s live webinar

“How to Write a 10-Minute Treatment Plan” 
 

Saturday, June 25, 10 am- 1:15 pm Pacific
Registration open until it starts

register at 
https://tinyurl.com/TreatPlan

Or sign up to get the recording when it becomes available July 11:           
go to https://tinyurl.com/TPlanvideo

Know colleagues who missed today’s training? The video from 
this webinar will be available July 11 for purchase at 

https://tinyurl.com/REnotesvideo 45

➢  SOAP, DAP, GRISWOLD Templates  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  Billing for extended sessions
○  No Surprises Act
○  New 2022 telehealth POS codes

➢  Slide handouts
➢  Links to webinars and other resources

Get Your Free Stuff at
theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes
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Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching

Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building
theinsurancemaze.com

schedule your consultation: calendly.com/barbgris

IF TIME:  BONUS SLIDES

47

 Tips: Keeping Up With Notes

▪ Carve out time in schedule daily, and make 
it sacred for notes

▪ When it works best for you (don’t lie to self)
▪ End earlier, and chart right after session

✔ ex. can do 53 min sessions, ethically bill 
for 60, do notes in remaining 7 minutes

✔ But don’t sacrifice all breaks
▪ What I’ve done: 
✔ Chart during video / phone sessions
✔ Make more time in day for notes

                             

    7 – Adapted from Dr. Maelisa Hall’s blog, 
www.qaprep.com 

48TheInsuranceMaze.com
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How to Keep Up (cont.)
Try “Collaborative Documentation:”  
■ Dr. Maelisa Hall of QAPrep.com                                      

(she runs Notes Catch-up                              Bootcamps) 
suggests in session
you ask:
○ “Can you sum up our session?” 
○ “What progress do you feel you have you made?” 
○ “What new insights did you have today?” 
○ “What will you work on in the next week?”

■ Like writing therapy journal together

  49TheInsuranceMaze.com

Are You Days, Weeks, Months, or Years Behind?
                Tips from Dr. Maelisa Hall, QAprep.com

▪ Start with current notes 
▪ Time yourself writing notes, come up with 

average time
▪  Multiply average time per note by 

number of notes you are missing; this 
gives you total time it will take you to 
catch up

▪ Create sustainable schedule each week 
to catch up

▪ For created notes, use format: Session 
date, note details, date note created (e.g. 
“Note created 6/4/22”), name source 
material (if any), and your signature

  

                                                                                      50TheInsuranceMaze.com

Proper Use of 6 Common CPT codes

 

 90832: individual therapy 30 min (16 – 37 mins)
 90834: individual therapy 45 min (38 – 52 mins) 
 90837: individual therapy, 60 min (53+ mins) 
➢ Can include informants, but identified client must be present for 

most/all of session. Don’t use for ongoing couples/family therapy

51

Billing for longer sessions: See article link at 
theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes

90847: couples/family therapy, 50 min (26 min+)
90846: couples/family without client, 50 min (26 min+)

Telehealth: Add modifier (usually 95 or GT) and 
use telehealth Place of Service Code (02 or 10 
for private plans, see more on next slide…)

90791: diagnostic evaluation (first session), no time specified

52

2022 POS Code Changes
■ As of 1/1/2022, Place of Service (POS) Code for telehealth split:

➢ POS 10 (new) if client is at home
➢ POS 02 if elsewhere

■ BUT not all plans switched over quickly, so claims may have 
been denied for POS 10.  Medicare started accepting in April, 
but paid at reduced rates – keep using 11 (office) for Medicare

■ Most plans accepting 10 now, but suggest contacting plan 
before using it

■ See my article – link is at theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes 
No Surprises Act / Good Faith Estimates

■ Affects all therapists who have clients who don’t use insurance
■ As of 1/1/2022, required by No Surprises Act to provide formal 

“Good Faith Estimate” of therapy costs, as outlined by Act 
■ Very complex subject:  Check out my article which will answer 

your questions – link is at theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes 

2022 Updates



10 Situations When You Should 
Take Extra-Detailed Notes

53

1. Crisis cases, ex. seeing more than once weekly, 
confidentiality breaches, reports

2. Changing diagnosis / treatment plan
3. Changing the unit being                              

treated, or seeing multiple                               
family members  

4. Clients with personality                           
disorders, or clients that ask                                              
you to change practice                               
policies (ex. asks you not to                            
take notes, not to talk to doc)

TheInsuranceMaze.com

10 Situations When You Should Take 
Extra-Detailed Notes (continued)

5. Client involved in lawsuit / has litigious history 
6. Extended boundary situations (wedding, 

graduation)
7. When providing                                                

non-traditional therapy 
8. Payment issue / unusual                                       

payment agreement
9. Client unhappy with you (or                                

drunk?)
10. Endings / Discharge
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➢  SOAP, DAP, GRISWOLD Templates  
➢  Sample Interventions List
➢  Article links:

○  Documenting Impairment
○  Billing for extended sessions
○  No Surprises Act
○  New 2022 telehealth POS codes

➢  Slide handouts
➢  Links to webinars and other resources

Get Your Free Stuff at
theinsurancemaze.com/RENotes
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Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching

Insurance, Notes, & Practice Building
theinsurancemaze.com

schedule your consultation: calendly.com/barbgris

http://www.theinsurancemaze.com/contact

